
MINUTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 17 APRIL 2018 
 
Present:    Patricia Clarke, Ben Cooper, Claire Duplock, Paul Stubbins 
 
1. CYCLING & WALKING STRATEGY 
 

Dick reported that the strategy should go to County Council cabinet in June (delayed 
from April) for approval to publish (from information received from Michelle Holroyd 
at the county).  There will also be a Lancaster-specific cycling and walking 
infrastructure document to which Dynamo will be invited to contribute.  Dynamo 
needs to have infrastructure suggestions ready for when this happens (Heysham 
route, Lawson’s bridge, A6 cycle lanes and junctions, etc.)  We need to give this some 
thought and pull together previous ideas into a coherent whole, referring to the 
Transport Masterplan as well.  Patricia to draft this. 
 
Dick will respond to Michelle Holroyd positively, looking forward to publication of 
the strategy and to being involved in the infrastructure planning.   
 
Action:  Dick, Patricia 
 

2. SAFE PASS EVALUATION 
 

Dick has asked for an evaluation of the safe pass scheme from Rhiannon Leeds at the 
Lancashire Road Safety Partnership (see 
https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/new-safe-pass-cycle-initiative-
in-lancashire/); there isn’t one.  Dick will follow this up. 
 
Action:  Dick 
 

3. CYCLE COMMUTER ACCOUNTS 
 

3.1 Dick and Patricia are on holiday at the start of May, so someone must take 
the Lancaster Guardian while they are away for them. 

 
Action:  Claire 
 

3.2 There are four accounts still with the Lancaster Guardian, but more are 
needed.  Ben will try The Edge.  Dick will email Chris Coates at Halton Co-
housing to ask if there is anyone there who would like to feature. 

 
Action:  Ben, Dick 

 
4. FESTIVAL OF HEALTH, RLI, 23-24 SEPTEMBER 
 

Dick has signed Dynamo up to this, so please put this in your diaries.  Not sure yet 
what our involvement will be – possibly leading rides.   

 
  



5. NEW BIKE SHOP ON CATON ROAD 
 

Dick will introduce Dynamo to them and ask if they would like to be on the Dynamo 
blog. 
 
Action:  Dick 

 
6. LUNE PATH TO HALTON 
 

There is a growing pothole underneath the aqueduct caused by water dripping from 
the canal.  Dick will chase this up with the City Council, although it is a matter for the 
Canal & Rivers Trust. 
 
There is also drilling and surveying going on along the path.  Dick will investigate 
further, but Ben thought that it was probably to do with water extraction by local 
factories. 
 
Action:  Dick 
 

7. CYCLENATION AGM – SATURDAY 19 MAY IN BIRMINGHAM 
 

Would anyone like to go?  Dynamo would pay expenses.  Patricia has emailed details 
around the committee. 
 

8. RED PAINT ON CYCLE LANES 
 

Patricia had sent Dynamo members’ photos and comments to the County Council 
and will chase. 
 
Action:  Patricia 

 
9. DYNAMO CAMERA 
 

Should we also get a front-facing or helmet-mounted Cyclic 12/Roadhawk camera to 
complement the rear-facing one we already lend to Dynamo members?  Ben will 
investigate.  Dynamo has the funds for it. 
 
Patricia will respond to Tim Dant (who currently has the Dynamo camera) and ask 
him how much longer he would like it. 
 
Claire suggested having an evening looking at using cameras – possibly even asking a 
bike shop person to present it. 
 
Action:  Ben, Patricia 
 

10. DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING 
 

Tuesday 5 June perhaps – Patricia to check with others.  Someone needs to host. 


